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The Round House
by Louise Erdrich 

Genre: Fiction
Story Origin: Ojibwe

Grade level: 9 - 12
Lexile Level: 790L

   Core Texts:

    Unit Supporting Texts - Non-Fiction:

 MMIW Website (Murdered & Missing Indigenous Women)

 Honoring MMIW

https://www.nativewomenswilderness.org/mmiw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jh5N8KehMrE
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 1

Essential Questions
(based on yearlong Big Idea)

Enduring Understandings
(based on yearlong Big Ideas)

• Whose stories get told and who gets 
remembered?

• __________________________ controls the 
narrative that the majority of people see. 

• Sovereignty 
• Murdered and Missing

         Indigenous Women
• Marshall Trilogy 
• Racist Policies

Anchor Standards  See Appendix page 18

UNIT 3 - DESIRED RESULTS
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 2

Transfer Statement: 
We want our students to learn how to be critical readers (of various texts), listeners,
and thinkers, so that in the long run, on their own, they will be empowered enough 
within their indigenous identities to persuasively, passionately, and clearly express their 
own perspectives via discussion or the written word (policy, stories, creative work).

Performance Assessment  USE GRASPS

Goal: Write an essay arguing for the theme of the novel. Write a short
story that is representative of indigenous strength. 

• Short Story: As a Native Literature teacher I often get the feedback that theliterature 
we teach doesn’t often have a “happy” ending. As a Native writer yourself,write a short 
story that incorporates Native issues you live and create an ending thatis empowering, 
hopeful, positive, or “happy.”

• Essay: Choose an AP open essay prompt from the list provided and write an 
essayusing The Round House as content.

Role: Student

Audience: Native School Boards, Students, Parents, Community Members, Cultural Knowledge 
Keepers, Publishing Industry

Scenario: End of the Unit Summative Assessments

Product: Argumentative Essay and Short Story

Standards:  Appendix page 18

UNIT 3 - ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE

https://jaymctighe.com/downloads/GRASPS-Design-sheets.pdf
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

UNIT 3 - SCOPE + SEQUENCE
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

Lesson Narrative:
Suggested Timeframe: 4-6 45 minute class periods

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the novel).

Introduce the new unit and the unit goals: 

Realistic Fiction

Unit Enduring Understanding(s): __________________________ controls the narrative that the 
majority of people see. 
Unit Essential Question(s): Whose stories get told and who gets remembered?

Review the standard skills that students will be learning as well. 

Introduce the first lesson around sovereignty. This would be a great time to invite a community member 
to speak about sovereignty and what that means specifically around law. Ideas for community members 
to invite could be someone from a local tribal governing council, state or local police/ spokesperson  
along with tribal police/ spokesperson.

Mini-lesson: 
What is sovereignty? What is Indigenous Sovereignty?

 – Ask students to share what they know. Ask students what they want to know. Ask students 
to reflect on why this might be important especially when it comes to the difference between 
sovereignty and Indigenous Sovereignty. 

 – Ask the community member(s) to share their knowledge around sovereignty. 
 – Introduce the Sovereignty Presentation project the students will be researching and creating over 

the next few days
 – Assign presentation times for each group on 1-2 days depending on class size. 

Workshop: 
 – Break students into groups of 2-4. Students will create a presentation of Google Slide or Prezi 

outlining their research on sovereignty and Indigenous Sovereignty.

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR

List one thing you found interesting or cool!  

Lesson Question(s):
• What is sovereignty? What is Indigenous 

Sovereignty?

 Key Equity Terms
• Sovereignty

LESSON 1

https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 1 continued

Embedded Assessment(s)
Sovereignty Presentation

 – It must be 8 slides long.
 – No more than 50 words per slide (the majority of the information should be given while speaking during 

the presentation; students may use note cards or a notebook).
 – Everyone in the group MUST speak during the presentation.
 – Presentation must be 5-7 minutes long
 – The presentation must include visuals and/ or audio (pictures, videos, audio)
 – The presentation and presenters MUST ATTEMPT to capture the class’s attention by choosing the most 

engaging and important information for their presentation. 
 – The presentations must include definitions of and examples of sovereignty and Indigenous Sovereignty.
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

Lesson Narrative:
Suggested Timeframe: 4-5 45 minute class periods

Text: “The Round House” by Louise Edrich Chapter 1

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the novel).

AIM: How do stories try to capture our attention and curiosity during their opening scenes? How do 
they lay the groundwork for what we will experience during the rest of the novel? Students will read, 
annotate, write, and discuss how opening scenes may impact our understanding of the rest of the novel.

Mini-lesson: 
Discuss how the openings of novels and films set the groundwork for what we can expect from the novel 
and/or film through symbolism, metaphors, insight into characters’ personalities, foreshadowing, tropes, 
etc.  

Workshop: 
 – Read: Chapter 1
 – Annotate: Annotation of teacher’s choice: graphic organizer, online application such as , post-it 

notes, etc.
 – Write: Mini-essay, What motifs are introduced in the first chapter and how do they set the stage 

for the rest of the novel? 
 – Discussion: Your class has thoroughly reviewed this chapter. Have students discuss the motifs 

and how the first chapter sets the reader up for what to expect for the rest of the novel.  Use your 
annotation sheet, the chapter and the mini-essay. Discussion Prep and Reflection Document. 
Conduct a socratic seminar. 

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR
List one thing you found interesting or cool! 

Lesson Question(s):
• How do stories try to capture our attention 

and curiosity during their opening scenes?

LESSON 2

Embedded Assessment(s)
Annotation (listed above)
Mini Essay (listed above)
Discussion (listed above)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cVKiQaKtn3KPLU6SGKBkvrtAqtCxMGxWeE9wNVM67-8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_XvBiW_2N2emmFaGAw6sNL-bUsbkBsFsBQBHNBbdZzI/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jcTP8ui-jvBbWRU201Fz3scDXhKi6z4_I0ToQjYS_9I/copy
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 3

Lesson Narrative:
Suggested Timeframe: 4-5 45-minute class periods

Text: “The Round House” by Louise Edrich, Chapters 2-4

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the reading).

AIM: How do characters shape the world we’re reading about? How do characters tell us who they are? 
Students will read, annotate, write, and discuss characters who they are and how they’re evolving.  

Mini-lesson: 
Have students brainstorm with the peers beside them answering the following question: How does 
someone tell us who they are? Guide the students towards answers like these: people show us who 
they are through their actions and inactions; people show us who they are with their words; people 
show us who they are by who they surround themselves with (their friends); people show us who 
they are by how they dress and the things they have; etc.

Workshop: 
 – Read: Chapters 2-4
 – Annotate: Annotation of teacher’s choice: graphic organizer, online application such as , post-it 

notes, etc.
 – Write: Analyze the following quotes. What do they tell us about the characters, who they are, and 

the place that they’re living?
a. I was never like ... many Indian boys, who’d look down ... in their anger and say nothing. 
b. My father and I had followed her to the doorway, and I think as we watched her we both had 

the sense that she was ascending to a place of utter loneliness from which she might never 
be retrieved.

c. During the old days when Indians could not practice their religion— well … pre-1978—the 
round house had been used for ceremonies. People pretended it was a social dance hall or 
brought their Bibles for gatherings… By the time the priest or the BIA superintendent arrived, 
the water drums and eagle feathers … and sacred pipes were in a couple of motorboats 
halfway across the lake… There was one old Catholic priest who used to sit down with the 
medicine people… The old priest had learned the songs. No priest knew those songs now.

 – Discussion: Your class has thoroughly reviewed these chapters. Have students discuss the 
quotes. Use your annotation sheet, the chapters, and the answers to the analysis questions 
Discussion Prep and Reflection Document. Break students up into groups of 3-4 and have 
them complete a 5-7 minute recorded discussion. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cVKiQaKtn3KPLU6SGKBkvrtAqtCxMGxWeE9wNVM67-8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 3 continued

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR
List one thing you found interesting or cool! 

Lesson Question(s):
• How do characters shape the world we’re 

reading about?

 Key Equity Terms
• Violent Racism

Embedded Assessment(s)
Annotation (listed on previous page)
Analysis (listed on previous page)
Discussion (listed on previous page)

https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 4

Lesson Narrative:
Suggested Timeframe: 4-5 45-minute class periods

Text: “The Round House” by Louise Edrich, Chapters 5-7

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the reading).

AIM: How do characters shape the world we’re reading about? Close-up and Geraldine and her attacker. 

Mini-lesson: 
Open up by discussing things that change us. Whether it’s a personal experience or a world-wide 
event. Have students reflect on this…has there ever been a situation that has left them feeling 
changed?

Tie it back to Geraldine; she has experienced something that will forever change her. Also discuss 
what avenues of support does Geraldine have? What avenue of support would a person have now?

Also acknowledge that these are heavy topics of discussion and if students need support during this 
book at any time to please reach out to you and/or the student support/ counseling services at your 
school.

Workshop: 
 – Read: Chapters 5-7
 – Annotate: Annotation of teacher’s choice: graphic organizer, online application such as , post-it 

notes, etc.
 – Write: Make a crime wall in groups. Geraldine’s attacker is in the middle and, as of now, 

faceless. Around the faceless perp surround it with pictures, names, and descriptions of the 
people who are connected to the perp. Also include clues you’ve learned about Geraldine’s case 
that could help your group figure out who her attacker was; for each person on the crime wall 
their needs to be a complete character description including how they are tied to Geraldine. Post 
each “crime wall” around the room. It is a living document. When students learn new clues, their 
group will add them to the wall. 

 – Discussion: Your class has thoroughly reviewed these chapters. Have students discuss who 
they believe did it and why/what led them to that conclusion. Use your annotation sheet, the 
chapters, and the crime wall with the character descriptions. Discussion Prep and Reflection 
Document. Break students up into groups of 3-4 and have them complete a fishbowl style 
discussion and rotate every 5-7 minutes. Students on the outer edge of the bowl have to grade 
the group of students inside the fishbowl using the Discussion Rubric. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cVKiQaKtn3KPLU6SGKBkvrtAqtCxMGxWeE9wNVM67-8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 4 continued

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR
List one thing you found interesting or cool! 

Lesson Question(s):
• How do characters shape the world we’re 

reading about?

 Key Equity Terms
• Sovereignty
• Tribal Law
• Federal Law
• Institutionalized Racism

Embedded Assessment(s)
Annotation (listed on previous page)
Group Crime Wall (listed on previous page)
Discussion (listed on previous page)

https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 5
Lesson Narrative:

Suggested Timeframe: 5-7 45-minute class periods

Text: “The Round House” by Louise Edrich, Chapters 8-10

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the reading).

AIM: What are the Marshall Trilogy Laws and What is the Major Crimes Act of 1855? How are they 
connected to sovereignty? Students will read, annotate, write, and discuss how real life intersects with 
the stories we read.

Mini-lesson: How does real life intersect with the stories we read? Invite a community member, 
preferably someone who works intimately with Tribal Law and ask them to speak to students about the 
Major Crimes Act of 1855, the Marshall Trilogy Laws, and ICWA. 

Alternate Presentations/ Resources:
 Marshal Trilogy       Prezi on Marshall Trilogy w/ video

Workshop: 
 – Read: Chapters 8-10
 – Annotate: Annotation of teacher’s choice: graphic organizer, online, post-it notes, etc. 
 – Write and Reflect: Research the Major Crimes Act of 1855 and the Marshall Trilogy Laws in 

groups. What did you find? What do you think about what you found? Do you think it’s a good 
thing that they exist or are the evidence of Institutionalized Racism/going against Tribal Nations’ 
sovereignty? 

 – Discussion: Create a podcast with your group that showcases each person’s opinion on their 
written work. Use your annotation sheet and the novel. Discussion Prep and Reflection 
Document. Break students up into groups of 3-4 and have them complete a 7-10 minute recorded 
discussion. 

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR
List one thing you found interesting or cool! 

Lesson Question(s):
• What are the Marshall Trilogy Laws and What 

is the Major Crimes Act of 1855?

 Key Equity Terms
• Sovereignty 
• Tribal Law 

Embedded Assessment(s)
Written Reflection 
Annotation 
Podcast

• Federal Law 
• Institutionalized Racism

https://www.uaf.edu/tribal/academics/112/unit-1/marshalltrilogy.php
https://prezi.com/p/nllgug6mpdvy/supreme-court-case-johnson-v-mcintosh-1823/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cVKiQaKtn3KPLU6SGKBkvrtAqtCxMGxWeE9wNVM67-8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 6

Lesson Narrative:
Suggested Timeframe: 4-5 45-minute class periods

Text: “The Round House” by Louise Edrich, Chapter 11

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the reading).

AIM: What should the ending of a novel do?

Mini-lesson: 
What should the end of a novel do? Is the end of a novel really the “end” of the story?

Workshop: 
 – Read: Chapter 11
 – Annotate: Annotation of teacher’s choice: graphic organizer, online, post-it notes, etc. 
 – Write: Essay arguing for a theme of the novel. 
 – Discussion: Your class has thoroughly reviewed this chapter. Have students discuss the ending 

of the novel. Is it what they expected? Are they satisfied? Use your annotation sheet, your essay, 
and the book. Discussion Prep and Reflection Document. Students will discuss in a socratic 
seminar. 

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR
List one thing you found interesting or cool! 

Lesson Question(s):
• What is the job of the ending of a novel?

 Key Equity Terms
• Sovereignty 
• Tribal Law 
• Federal Law 
• Institutionalized Racism

Embedded Assessment(s)
Essay 
Annotation
Discussion

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cVKiQaKtn3KPLU6SGKBkvrtAqtCxMGxWeE9wNVM67-8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 STAGE 3

LESSON 7

Lesson Narrative:
Suggested Timeframe: 4-5 45-minute class periods

Text: “The Round House” by Louise Edrich

Warm-up Suggestion: Open each class with a warm-up around grammar (mechanics and usage) and/
or vocabulary (especially vocabulary connected to the reading).

AIM: Students will write their own short story or rewrite Ch. 11 or The Roundhouse with an empowered 
ending.

Mini-lesson: 
 Review elements of a story and give students two options:
 – Write their own short story in which the main character endure a hardship and meet that 

challenge in a way that is empowered. If you’re teaching in indigenous communities, ask the 
students to think about the strengths of the culture/tribe/community they are from. How could 
those strengths inform their story or rewrite?

Workshop: 
 – Students write while the teacher monitors progress and offers real time feedback. 
 – Option for peer review and feedback. 

Closing: Exit Tickets for each 45 min class:
Complete a “One & Done”

List one thing you learned  OR
List one question you might have OR
List one thing you found interesting or cool!  

Lesson Question(s):
• How do you write a short story?

 Key Equity Terms
• MMIW

Embedded Assessment(s)
Short Story or Rewrite of Chapter 11 of The Roundhouse

https://prezi.com/p/fieinbnwmnil/elements-of-a-short-story/
https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 APPENDIX

9-10TH QUARTER  REFLECTION  Google Doc

Due: At the end of each week
Directions: For Quarter 1, reflect on your learning so far. Use sentence starters and stems when you 
need them. Please type into the blue highlighted area. 

Question #1: What did you learn this quarter? 
• What did you find interesting or memorable? 
• What was confusing or do you have further questions about? 
• Where do you want to explore further? 
• Where/How do you need help?

One thing I found interesting/memorable was…
Another interesting fact I learned this quarter was…
Something I didn’t understand was… 
I plan to explore... further.  I am interested in this because...

Question #2: We are focused on these skills {TEACHER LIST SKILLS BELOW}: 

I feel strong with the following skills… 
Do you feel like you need more practice or clarification around any of the skills listed above? 
Be specific… 

Question #3: Outside connections. 

In what ways does this class connect with other classes you have?  … 
In what ways does this class connect with your life outside of school?  …

Question #4: Teacher and you.

What did your teacher do well with when teaching you this quarter?  … 
What is something your teacher could improve upon or help support you with in the future?  …
What did you do well this quarter?  … 
What is something you could improve upon in the future?  …

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R15yxN7tQZQs-S43r1EDZbokboF5sGwmHTawi7oFsfA/edit?usp=sharing
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 APPENDIX

Teacher Resources:

 Graphic Organizer
 Discussion Prep and Reflection Document
 Mini-essay
 Marshal Trilogy 
 Prezi on Marshall Trilogy w/ video
 Key Equity Terms

NISN Statement on Teacher Authorship and Ownership: NISN pays teachers a stipend to design curriculum over 
the summer. All that NISN asks in return is permission to share the curriculum you design with other schools 
working to Indigenize schooling for Native American students within and outside of the network, always maintaining 
an indication of your authorship on curriculum documents. Likewise, any individual who is exposed to work that 
is generated by another affiliated individual of the NISN will indicate original source authorship. This includes the 
provision that no one shall use another teacher or developer’s curriculum for financial profit.

Designer Positionality Statement

KATHERINE PAGE: I was born and raised in Albuquerque, New Mexico. I’m more at home in an urban environment. 
I’m a cisgender woman. I’m Mestiza; my cultural and racial mestizaje is Mexican, Spanish, Italian, Isleta Pueblo, 
Laguna Pueblo, and German/Welsh. I had the privilege of earning two higher educational degrees out of high 
school: my MFA in poetry from the University of Maryland and my Bachelors degree in English from The University 
of New Mexico. I started my teaching in 2004 teaching at the University of Maryland, LaGuardia Community College, 
Achievement Prep (Washington DC), Harlem Children’s Zone, and The Institute of Reading Development. In 2010 
I came back to New Mexico, earned my teaching certification for the state, and started working at the Native 
American Community Academy.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cVKiQaKtn3KPLU6SGKBkvrtAqtCxMGxWeE9wNVM67-8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_M3q1ZIGt2ZDbFWB7dg5xrCTqo_Kv5XSgiTUGacRCSk/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_XvBiW_2N2emmFaGAw6sNL-bUsbkBsFsBQBHNBbdZzI/edit?usp=drive_link
https://www.uaf.edu/tribal/academics/112/unit-1/marshalltrilogy.php
https://prezi.com/p/nllgug6mpdvy/supreme-court-case-johnson-v-mcintosh-1823/
https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
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NATIVE LITERATURE
PROGRAM DESIGN  9/10th GRADE - UNIT 3 APPENDIX

Anchor Standards

Reading: 
Literature or 
Informational 
Texts

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.9-10.2
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over 
the course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific 
details; provide an objective summary of the text.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.9-10.3
Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple or conflicting motivations) 
develop over the course of a text, interact with other characters, and advance the plot 
or develop the theme.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.9-10.5
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure a text, order events 
within it (e.g., parallel plots), and manipulate time (e.g., pacing, flashbacks) create such 
effects as mystery, tension, or surprise.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.9-10.8 
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether 
the reasoning is valid and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify false 
statements and fallacious reasoning.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.9-10.9
Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source material in a specific work 
(e.g., how Shakespeare treats a theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later 
author draws on a play by Shakespeare).

Writing  CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, 
using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence statements and fallacious 
reasoning.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.3 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.

Speaking 
and 
Listening

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.1
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in 
groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, 
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively

https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/2/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/3/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/5/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/9-10/8/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/9/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/1/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/3/
https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/9-10/1/
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Anchor Standards

Language  CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.3
Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in different 
contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully 
when reading or listening.

https://www.thecorestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/3/

